HUMAN MICROBIOME

Abstract
Background: Microbial communities that live in humans vary widely across hosts and often exhibit dramatic shifts and
fluctuations over time. Attributing cause and effect to these changes is a challenge. Commonly used regression methods
are prone to spurious correlations and are not optimal to infer interactions' directionality.

DYNAMICS

Methods: Convergent Cross Mapping is an alternative method relying on the principle that cause must precede effect and
can detect how consistently a shift in one microbe predicts another's response. We verified Convergent Cross Mapping
performance with simulated microbiome data and value of its directionality for hypothesis testing with human microbiome
studies.
Results: In two examples we demonstrate that Convergent Cross Mapping can identify the drivers of a community
function. We determined that among Lactobacillus species, only Lactobacillus crispatus and Lactobacillus iners
constitutively lower vaginal pH. Using data from a study of Malawian infant microbiota we uncovered a particular
Prevotella copri strain that potentially influences growth and recovery from malnutrition. Furthermore, Convergent Cross
Mapping in longitudinal vaginal microbiome was able to clarify the directionality of interactions between two species that
have been associated with treatment recurrence in bacterial vaginosis.
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Why is there no microbiome
cure for all that ails you?
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Alternative Approach: CCM
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Human health is associated with microbiomes.
Associations hard to base cures on:
microbiomes vary person-to-person
poor classifications skew assoc.
can NOT discern cause from effect

Conclusion: Convergent Cross Mapping performed better with quantitative data (e.g. quantitative PCR) as compared to
relative abundance data (e.g. microbiome studies based on next generation sequencing of broad-range 16S PCR or
metagenomics). Still Convergent Cross Mapping proved a robust approach for inferring interactions and generating
mechanistic hypotheses in a broad spectrum of longitudinal microbiome studies.

Convergent Cross Mapping detects how
consistently a pattern of change in one
microbe predicts another's response.
1)

Partial Solution:
(cause precedes effect)

But current methods can not distinguish between
regression or
all the hypotheses
ecology models
Current Methods look for
TEMPORAL SYNCHRONY

False Positive 0.027
False Negative 0.022

Granger Regression

on weighted average of
corresponding green time
points.

Response to
Disturbance
Spurious
Correlation

Shared
Sampling
Error

Relative Abundance Data Set

CCM Granger Regression
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0.033
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0.003
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Can bacterial persistnece be explained by a
particular species producing a biofilm?

1) Is there sufficient data points and
appropriate sampling frequency?
sampling frequency depends on question

Lactobacillus
example of
testing
sufficient data points depends on dynamics
appropriate
combining hosts
appropriate to combine multiple hosts only if no change in predictive ability

Atopobium vaginae + Gardnerella
vaginalis associated with higher
rates of bacterial vaginosis
recurrence
Hypothesis: recurrence is due to
protection afforded by biofilm
produced by G. vaginalis

G. vaginalis
A. vaginae
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8

3) Is there sufficient dynamical information to
predict future events within that microbe's
dataset?

Pearsons Correlation Coefficient

Lactobacillus
example of
determining
Embedding
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A. vaginae may be keystone species
G. vaginalis NOT driver of this process
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A.vaginae -> G.vaginalis , P= 0.027
G.vaginalis -> A.vaginae , P= 0.334
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Library Length

Lactobacillus
example of
Predictive
Ability Test

CCM analysis of above time series: P
value tests for whether predictive ability
increases with more observations

Detect Interactions

2) Pair wise Comparisons

4) Response to Disturbances: looks like an interaction
Susceptible

-complex communities results in multiple comparisons
-don't distinguish between proximal and distal causes

3) Microbiome Studies are
Observational & Descriptive

Resistant

No Antibiotics During Metronidazole

In lab all 3 vaginal Lactobacillus monocultures sufficient to
produce low pH that characterizes human vagina

CCM comparison of Lactobacillus species influence on vaginal pH in 69 women
L. iners -> vaginal pH
L. jensenii -> vaginal pH
L. crispatus -> vaginal pH

P value

Observations

0.008
0.001
0.127

2621
1562
1642

Days

Caveats & Limitations:
1) Relative Abundance = Reduced Resolution
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Which Lactobacillus species are responsible for
low vaginal ph?
Interaction

A. vaginae and G. vaginalis
qPCR in daily sampled woman

2) Can the dynamics be predicted without
resorting to large pattern windows?

need to capture sufficient dynamics to be able to
predict better than chance alone over short
distances

captured), prediction should improve.

Microbiome CCM Analysis

What are the requirements for CCM to be
appropriate and ensure reproducibility?

Caution if requires large embedding dimension to
achieve poor predictive power

5) As longer time series are considered (closer trends

Interaction

CCM performance compared to Granger and Regression.
False negative and false positive calculated for 1200
simulated microbiome communities with either a weak
interaction or no interaction.

Embedding Dimension is size of pattern window

green time points.

4) Compare prediction based

16S rRNA gene copies/swab

CCM

3) Identify corresponding

)

(

Simulated Microbiome Dataset
Rate

2) Find similar trends in blue

time
+

Does CCM
work with
microbiome data?
Quantitative Dataset

Identify pattern in blue
prior to green time point

May differ in fraction of
interactions that are reciprocal
More reciprocal interactions
(dark grey connections) in
vaginal microbiome during
metronidazole v no antibiotics
in same 44 women

In vivo only L. iners and L. jensenii dynamics influence pH

Can a bacteria strain be linked to recovery
from childhood malnutrition?
CCM relative abundance specific OTU and all OTUs classified as
Prevotella copri in infant gut microbiomes sampled every 2 months for
influence on weight-for-height (age normalized z-score).
Interaction
Prevotella copri species -> Z-score
specific P. copri OTU -> Z-score

P value Observations
0.641
0.036

138
42

Particular OTU but not every P. copri influences Malnutrition Recovery

Detect Functional Contribution

Advantages:
1) Handles microbiome dataset characteristics
Relative Abundance, Conditional Rare Members, Missed
Sampling, Non-stationary and Non-linear dynamics

2) Looks for consistency across multiple hosts
3) Tests hypotheses
Direction of Interactions (can inform mechanism) &
Who is responsible for community function
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